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Abstract—In smart grid systems, secure in-network data ag-
gregation approaches have been introduced to efficiently collect
aggregation data, while preserving data privacy of individual
meters. Nevertheless, it is also important to maintain the in-
tegrity of aggregate data in the presence of accidental errors
and internal/external attacks. To ensure the correctness of the
aggregation against unintentional errors, we introduce an end-to-
end signature scheme, which generates a homomorphic signature
for the aggregation result. The homomorphic signature scheme is
compatible with the in-network aggregation schemes that are also
based on homomorphic encryption, and supports efficient batch
verifications of the aggregation results. Next, to defend against
suspicious/compromised meters and external attacks, we present
a hop-by-hop signature scheme and an incremental verification
protocol. In this approach, signatures are managed distributedly
and verification is only triggered in an ex post facto basis –
when anomalies in the aggregation results are detected at the
collector. The incremental verification process starts from the
collector, and traces the anomaly in a breath-first manner. The
abnormal node is identified within O(logN) iterations. Therefore,
the verification process is computationally inexpensive, while
ensuring faithfulness and undeniability properties.

I. INTRODUCTION

The smart grid is envisioned as the next-generation approach
of intelligent electricity generation, transmission, distribution,
consumption and control [1]–[3]. The advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI) serves as an important component on
the consumer side (household and local neighborhood) of
the smart grid system. In AMI, smart meters equipped with
computing and communication capabilities are deployed in
households. They are connected with the utility company
through local collector devices (a.k.a. concentrators), to collect
and monitor instant usage and status information (e.g. real-
time power consumption data). They are also expected to
distribute dynamic pricing and remote control information to
support smart energy consumption in smart appliances.

In smart grids, information aggregation is an essential
function for monitoring power consumption, load balancing,
resource allocation, etc [4]. Aggregation data are collected fre-
quently (e.g. at seconds level) to support intelligent electricity
distribution and management; meanwhile, it also introduces
new security and privacy challenges [5]–[7]. It is critical to
transmit metering data from distributed smart meters to the
control center at utility in a secure and privacy-preserving
manner. That is, accurate readings need to be collected without

being intercepted, altered, or forged; while private usage data
and behavioral patterns are protected from being revealed to
irrelevant parties en-route. In [8], [9], a secure and efficient
information aggregation approach is proposed for smart grid
systems. It proposes an in-network aggregation mechanism
that performs aggregation tasks en route, to reduce computa-
tion and communication costs, and to avoid bottlenecks at the
collector. To prevent meters enroute from seeing intermediate
results, it employs homomorphic cryptosystems to encrypt
metering data in the aggregation, while allowing arithmetic
operations to be conducted on the ciphertext domain.

However, the solutions proposed in [8], [9] adopt the
“honest-but-curious” model to assume that all the smart meters
follow the protocol properly. Although it protects data privacy
against curious smart meters, it does not consider accidental
errors or cyber-attacks that tamper with the protocol. There-
fore, it is vulnerable to unintentional errors (e.g. accidental
errors in network transmission, storage and computing) and
compromised meters or communication channels. For instance,
a malfunctioning meter may accidentally produce errors in
computing the aggregation; a compromised meter may drop
intermediate aggregation results, and submit a random value to
its parent node; an adversary who has hijacked the connection
between two meters may inject fake data into the aggrega-
tion. In these attacks, external adversaries tamper with the
aggregation process, expecting to mess up with load balancing,
resource allocation and smart pricing.

To protect data integrity against accidental errors, we first
introduce an end-to-end authentication scheme that is com-
patible with the homomorphic encryption based in-network
aggregation schemes proposed in [8], [9]. In particular, a ho-
momorphic signature is generated for the aggregated metering
data at each intermediate node along with the aggregation
process. In the end, the collector could effectively verify the
correctness of the aggregation by checking the consistency
between the aggregation result and the aggregation signature.
The homomorphic signature scheme requires no decryption
and re-encryption at intermediate meters, to facilitate an effi-
cient signing/verification process. Moreover, to defend against
fake data injection attacks, we present a hop-by-hop signature
and incremental verification scheme. In this solution, aggre-
gated outputs from smart meters are signed, and signatures are
managed in a distributed manner (instead of transmitted to the
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collector on-the-fly). Verification is only performed in an ex
post facto basis, when anomalies in the aggregation results are
detected at the collector. The incremental verification process
efficiently traces the anomaly in a breath-first manner, which
is computationally inexpensive. More importantly, it ensures
faithfulness and undeniability properties, so that the faulty
nodes are always identified with undeniable evidences.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we summarize
related works in Section 2, and briefly introduce the prelimi-
naries in Section 3. We present our solutions in Section 4, and
finally conclude the paper in Section 5.

II. RELATED WORKS

Cyber security is considered as one of the biggest challenges
in smart grid systems [5]–[7], [10]. A comprehensive survey
is available at [11]. In this work, we are particularly inter-
ested in securing data aggregation in the Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) in smart grid systems.

To protect the privacy of metering data, Efthymiou et
al. proposed an anonymization based approach to hide the
identity of smart meters in high-frequency metering data using
pseudonyms [12]. Instead of using costly trusted third party to
anonymize the metering data, a more efficient approach is to
hide individual data via aggregation. Garcia et al. proposed a
no leakage protocol to aggregate partial shares of smart meter
readings in a neighborhood using an additively homomorphic
encryption scheme [13]. However, the approach is not scalable
due to the high communication overhead. Recently, Li et al.
presented a distributed in-network aggregation approach [8],
[9], similar to the in-network aggregation approaches in wire-
less sensor networks [14]–[17], to efficiently aggregate smart
metering data along a spanning tree. Differing from the wire-
less sensor network approaches that focus on defending against
misinformation, the in-network aggregation solutions in smart
metering aim to protect end-to-end data confidentiality and
privacy against malicious or “curious” meters en route, but
neglect authentication mechanisms for data integrity protec-
tion. To address the problem, simple authentication schemes
based on conventual PKI digital signature scheme [18] or
cryptographic MAC [19] have been proposed. However, they
are either not compatible with the privacy-preserving in-
network data aggregation or introduce excessive hop-by-hop
verification overhead. Therefore, we present a new homomor-
phic signature based authentication scheme that can efficiently
re-generate signatures for aggregation results at intermediate
meters but also support batch verification at the collector.
Homomorphic signature scheme was first proposed in [20]
to authenticate packets in network coding protocols [21], [22]
and later extended to applications as delegatable data sharing
and data outsourcing [23].

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. In-network information aggregation for smart grids

An in-network information aggregation approach has been
proposed for smart grid systems [8], [9]. It first constructs an
aggregation tree, which is a spanning tree of the graph that

Fig. 1. An example of in-network aggregation for smart grids in a
neighborhood

covers all the smart meters in the neighborhood. The aggrega-
tion tree roots at the collector node, which initiates aggregation
tasks and receives final results. To reduce computation and
communication overhead, each smart meter collects data (e.g.
readings) from its children in the aggregation tree, performs
aggregate operations with its own data, and submits the results
to its parent node in the tree. Hence, aggregation is performed
en-route, instead of having each smart meter establish a peer-
to-peer connection with the collector device.

Example 1 Figure 1 shows an example of a neighborhood,
in which each house is equipped with a smart meter, and a
collector (N0) is deployed to cover the area. The aggregation
tree (rooting at N0) is constructed to collect realtime data
from the meters. For instance, N5 computes aggregation of
data from N5, N7 and N8, and sends the result to N2.

To prevent an intermediate node from seeing plaintext inputs
from its children, homomorphic cryptosystems (e.g. [24]–[27])
are employed to encrypt the messages, while still allowing
arithmetic operations on the ciphertext domain.

Example 2 In Figure 1, N8 cannot pass the plaintext output
to N5 due to security concerns. Paillier cryptosystem [24] is
employed in [8] to encrypt the agregated output from N8 (i.e.
Co8 = Enc(Po8); since N8 is a leaf node, we have: Po8 =
P8). N5 takes Co7 and Co8, performs designated arithmetic
operations with its own data on the ciphertext domain, and
passes the encrypted results (denoted as Co5) to N2.

For more details on secure information aggregation in smart
grid systems, please refer to [8], [9], [28], [29].

B. Homomorphic signatures

Homomorphic encryption is employed in [8] to support
aggregation operations on concealed data, so that data privacy
is well protected from intermediate meters. The solution in [8]
focuses on data confidentiality and privacy, but lacks the ca-
pability to verify data integrity. Conventionally, authentication
and integrity check are supported by appending digital signa-
tures to the data. However, due to the malleability property
of homomorphism, homomorphic encryption based schemes
do not provide non-repudiation and thus cannot support ver-
ification of individual inputs at either intermediate meters or
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the final destination (i.e., the collector). Therefore, additional
techniques are needed for signing multiparty metering data
and evaluating the integrity of the aggregation results.

Conventional digital signature schemes involve two opera-
tions, sign and verify, based on a pair of public and private
keys. Each smart meter can sign the message mi with its
private key ski and the collector can retrieve the public keys
of the smart meter and verify the integrity of each message.

Recently, homomorphic signature schemes have been pro-
posed to support multivariate polynomial evaluation [20]–[22].
In general, a homomorphic signature scheme allows to sign
messages mi in a message space M and apply admissible
functions f to the signed messages. In particular, with a pair
of public/private key (pk, sk), the signer can sign message
m1,m2 ∈ Zq as σ1 = sign(sk,m1) and σ2 = sign(sk,m2),
where σ1 and σ2 satisfy the following properties:

1) Homomorphic verifiability: given σi for mi, a verifier
can evaluate the correctness of multivariate polynomial
functions f(mi) without knowing mi;

2) Non-malleability: without the secret key sk, it is im-
possible to generate a valid signature σ′ for message
m′ = f(mi).

In this work, we present an end-to-end authentication
scheme based on homomorphic signatures. The basis of our
approach is the bilinear map [21]. For cyclic groups G1, G2

and GT of prime order q, a map e : G1 × G2 −→ GT is a
bilinear map if it satisfies the following properties:

1) Bilinear: for all u ∈ G1, v ∈ G2, and a, b ∈ Zq , we
have e(ua, vb) = e(u, v)ab;

2) Computable: there exists an efficient computable algo-
rithm to compute the map e(u, v) for any u ∈ G1 and
v ∈ G2;

3) Non-degeneracy: for the generator g of G1 and ĝ of G2,
e(g, ĝ) 6= 1.

IV. THE METHOD

A. End-to-end signature for in-network aggregation

To provide batch authentication in in-network data ag-
gregation, we propose an efficient homomorphic signature
scheme, similar to the short signature scheme in [20], [21]
based on bilinear maps. Homomorphic authentication allows
a verifier to check the integrity of the aggregation results
without viewing the individual metering data involved in the
aggregation. Therefore, at each relay meter, only one signature
is generated and appended to the aggregation result, and at the
collector, it takes only one operation to verify the entire batch
of the metering data from the smart meters enroute.

The proposed scheme includes three basic components: Key-
Generation, Signing, Verification. More specifically, for two
cyclic groups of order q, G and GT , let g be the generator of
G, then we have a bilinear map e : G×G −→ GT . Assume H
is a collision-resistant hash function where H : {0, 1}∗ −→ G.

KeyGeneration: The key generation algorithm creates a pair
of public and private keys to be used in the homomorphic
signature scheme. With the above parameter settings, the tuple

Notations Definitions
N0 the collector, i.e., root of the spanning tree

Ni and IDi smart meter in the NAN and its unique identifier
Pi and Poi input and aggregation output of Ni in plaintext
Ci and Coi homomorphic encrypted form of Pi and Poi
σaggi and σoi aggregation signature and output signatire for Coi

Ti timestamp

TABLE I
NOTATIONS USED IN THE EXAMPLES.

< e, q,G,GT , g,H > are the global parameters known by all
the parities in the scheme. A random a ∈ Zq is selected as
the private key sk shared by all the smart meters, and the
corresponding public key is generated as pk = ga.

Signing: For smart meter Ni (whose unique identifier is
IDi), let Coi ∈ Zq be the encrypted form of the plaintext
output Poi ∈ Zq after homomorphic encryption for in-network
aggregation. Ni computes hi = H(IDi) and outputs the
signature σaggi = (hiCoi)

a ∈ G for < IDi, Coi >.

Verification: With the public key pk, an encrypted message
Coi , an identifier IDi, and a signature σaggi , the verification
is performed by checking if e(σaggi , g) = e(hiCoi , pk),
based on the bilinearity property such that e((hiCoi)

a, g) =
e(hiCoi , g

a).
Similar to other signature schemes based on bilinear map,

the proposed scheme provides full homomorphism in signature
verification, which is also compatible with the in-network
aggregation schemes [8] based on homomorphic encryption.
In particular, consider a relay meter Ns who receives a set of
encrypted messages {Co1 , ..., Con} and the corresponding sig-
natures {σagg1 , ..., σaggn} from its child nodes {N1, ..., Nn}.
Ns aggregates its own input Cs to generate an aggregation
output Cos = Co1 ⊕ ...Con ⊕Cs and an aggregation signature
σaggs = (hsCos)

a, where “⊕” denotes the homomorphic
operators in ciphertext domain (in [8], “×” is considered
for “⊕”). Then, any node can verify the correctness of the
intermediate aggregation output of Ns, Cos , by checking if
e(σaggs , g) = e(hsCos

∏n
j=1 hj , pk).

If the verifier is the collector, it enables an efficient batch
verification for all the messages included in the aggregation.
Such end-to-end integrity check is able to ensure the correct-
ness of the aggregation results against accidental communica-
tion or meter errors. However, as we will see, it is insufficient
in the presence of cyber-attacks.

B. Security vulnerabilities

As we have introduced, the in-network aggregation ap-
proach [8], [9] and the batch verification scheme proposed
above do not provide the capability to verify the inputs from
individual nodes. That is, they adopt the honest-but-curious
model to assume that all the participating nodes properly
follow the protocol, without any attempt to alternate or forge
inputs/outputs. However, a malfunctioning or compromised
smart meter, or an outside attacker, may generate fake data
to tamper with the aggregation process.
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Example 3 (Compromised meters.) Smart meters in smart
grid systems are vulnerable to a number of attacks [5],
[30]. When smart meter N6 in Figure 1 is compromised,
it may report very large realtime data to N3, expecting to
mess with real-time load balancing and pricing. N3 continues
with the aggregation without knowing that the data has been
exaggerated, since it only sees encrypted data. When N0

decrypts the result, it may be able to recognize that input from
N3 is abnormal; however, it is unable to identify whether N3

or any of its descendants produced the fake data.

Example 4 (Compromised communication.) Instead of di-
rectly attacking smart meters, external attackers can tamper
with the communication between smart meters (especially
the vulnerable wireless communication channel typically in
SG communication). For instance, man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attacks, replay attacks or reflection attacks could be launched
in the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) [30]–[32].
Attackers could further inject fake data into the system, using
forged identity and compromised communication channels.

Although well designed authentication and key management
schemes could be adopted to defend against attacks on network
communication (e.g. [33]), integrity check at the application
layer is still expected in various tasks. Moreover, as shown in
the example, compromised smart meters could always inject
forged data into the aggregation without being detected by
other smart meters or the collector device.

The goal of the paper is to provide information account-
ability in the in-network information aggregation mechanism
in smart grids. In particular, we provide novel designs so that:
(1) the collector device is enabled to check the validity of
inputs from individual nodes, when anomaly is detected in the
inputs; and (2) smart meters tampering with the protocol are
held accountable (or undeniable) for the forged inputs; and (3)
the computation and communication overhead are minimized,
especially, to avoid bottlenecks.

C. Preliminaries: anomaly detection

In in-network aggregation [8], the collector (e.g. N0 in
Figure 1) issues queries for aggregation tasks, and receives
results that are distributedly computed from inputs from all
(or a subset of) the smart meters in the neighborhood. A
straightforward solution for authentication and data integrity is
to let the collector perform verification for every aggregation
result it receives. However, this is impractical because of the
computation and communication overhead. In practice, the
collector examines every aggregation result locally, assesses
the likelihood of anomalies, and only calls the verification
process for abnormal results.

Most of the aggregation tasks are repetitive, thus, the results
are viewed as time series data. Temporal patterns could be
learned from such data, and abnormal points could be iden-
tified. For instance, in [34], a Hidden Markov Model (HHM)
was used to model real time electricity pricing data received by
smart household appliances. Abnormal data (possibly injected
by attackers to trick the appliances) are detected by a dynamic

Bayesian network implemented with particle filtering. Further
details of anomaly detection mechanisms in time series data
is outside the scope of this paper. Please refer to [35]–[38]
for more statistical learning methods for anomaly detection,
and [31], [32] for more on intrusion detection in smart grid
systems and AMI.

As we have mentioned, when a node Ni tampers with the
aggregation process by injecting a ∆di ∈ (−∞,∞) in its
output to the parent node, none of the smart meters enroute
will be able to detect the forged data; meanwhile, the controller
is unable to identify the source of the altered data, even though
it identifies that the result is abnormal. In practice, when a
compromised node injects a large ∆di, it is easier for the
collector to detect the intrusion, and drop the abnormal data.
Meanwhile, such intrusion becomes harmful if it is undetected.
On the contrary, a small ∆di is less likely to be detected,
however, it is also less harmful to the grid.

D. Incremental verification

Intuitively, data verification requires each node to sign its
data and transmit the signature with the data to the collector
for evaluating the input against the signature. However, this
approach will not work for in-network aggregation since the
collector only receives the aggregation result but not individual
data from each smart meter. If asking smart meters to do so,
it will essentially compromise all the advantages of the in-
network aggregation approach by sending a message from each
smart meter to the collector. It becomes a paradox of elimi-
nating individual sessions between the collector and the smart
meters, while achieving individual verifiability/undeniability.

To tackle the problem, we present an incremental veri-
fication approach, which stores digital signatures along the
aggregation path, instead of sending them to the collector
instantly. In our solution, each node sends ciphertext output
along with a timestamped signature to the parent node, while
the parent node verifies the signature and stores it locally.
The signature is only transmitted to the collector on-demand,
i.e., when the collector detects inconsistency or suspicious
data, it requests for signatures for incremental verification and
intrusion localization. The detailed protocol is as below:

KeyGeneration: The key generation algorithm remains
largely the same to select sk = a ∈ Zq for all smart meters
and pk = ga as its public key for verifiers. Moreover, each
smart meter is assumed to generate its own private/public key
(ski, pki) shared between neighboring nodes.

Signing: In the incremental protocol, a smart meter Ni

generates two signatures, the aggregation signature σaggi
and the output signature σoi , for its encrypted aggregation
output Coi . σaggi remains the same as (hiCoi)

a, and σoi =
sign(ski, hi||Coi ||σaggi), where hi = H(IDi||Ti) and “||”
denotes concatenation. Any PKI based signature scheme works
for sign(·). Here, we use σoi = (H(hi||Coi ||σaggi))ski . Then,
Ni sends σaggi and σoi along with Coi , IDi, and Ti to its
parent node Nj .
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Verification: The verification supports three functions, 1)per-
hop verification, 2)signature table, and 3)batch verification:

1) Nj takes Ni’s public key pki to verify the encrypted
input Coi and the aggregation signature σaggi by com-
puting h′i = H(IDi||Ti), and comparing if e(σoi , g) =
e(H(h′i||Coi ||σaggi), pki).

2) If local verification succeeds, Ni stores the tuple <
IDi, Ti, Coi , σaggi , σoi > to its local table. Assume
that on average the collector receives and detects any
abnormal input within T0 seconds, we set a live period
Tlive = T0, and drop any stored signature at t when
t > Ti + Tlive to avoid unnecessary storage waste.

3) For any received aggregation result Cox and the cor-
responding aggregation signature σaggx , the collector
N0 (and any node enroute if necessary) can per-
form batch verification by checking if e(σaggx , g) =
e(Cox

∏
Nj∈{Nx}H(IDj), pk), where {Nx} is the set

of nodes that are included in this aggregation task.

Incremental.Verification: Once the anomaly detection mech-
anism at the collector N0 identifies a suspicious input, N0

initiates the incremental verification process, which propagates
to descendent nodes until the faulty node (i.e., a node whose
output is abnormal, but all the outputs from its direct children
are normal) is identified. Assume Nx is a direct child of N0,
the collector verifies the validity of the message received from
Nx as follows:

1) N0 first checks the correctness of Cox against σox
according to step 1) of the Verification algorithm, and
the timestamp to ensure it is a valid input.

2) N0 recovers Pox that is the plaintext aggregation re-
sult for the subtree rooting at node Nx as: Pox =
Dec(sk0, Cox), where sk0 is the private key of the
homomorphic encryption scheme for in-network aggre-
gation (see [8] for details).

3) N0 calls the anomaly detection module to verify the
validity of Pox . If Pox is valid, the entire subtree rooting
at Nx is considered valid, and N0 continues with the
next sibling node of Nx.

4) Otherwise, the faulty node is considered within the
subtree rooting at Nx so that N0 requests Nx to submit
the local signature tuples < IDi, Ti, Coi , σaggi , σoi >
that Nx obtained from its direct child nodes {Ni}.

5) N0 verifies the correctness of the tuple according to
Verification.(1), and decrypts Coi to get Poi , which is
the plaintext aggregation result for the subtree rooting at
node Ni. Then, N0 repeats step (3) to call the anomaly
detection module to verify the validity of Poi .

6) N0 repeats steps (3) to (5) until the abnormal input is
located.

The proposed verification protocol is efficient that only
O(logN) iterations are needed to locate a faulty node in a tree
of N nodes. In particular, when the aggregation output at node
Nx (i.e., Pox ) is confirmed to be valid, all the descendants of
Nx are eliminated from the verification process. Meanwhile,
with a slight modification of the protocol, N0 could opt to

verify the input at each smart meter, instead of checking the
aggregated output. To do so, the collector calls the reverse of
the aggregation function to recover the input (Px) at Nx from
its output (Pox ) and the output of its child nodes ({Poi}).

The incremental verification mechanism enables that all the
inputs from the smart meters are verifiable – the collector
device verifies the inputs to the aggregation task on an ex
post facto basis. More importantly, the proposed verification
protocol ensures two important properties:

1) Faithfulness. Since the signature σoi is collected in the
aggregation process and stored at the parent node, it
faithfully demonstrates the authenticity of Coi , which is
precisely the data injected into the aggregation by node
Ni. The smart meters cannot “lie” in the verification
process by injecting forged Coi in the aggregation
but submitting a different signature in the verification
process.

2) Undeniability. The signature σoi is encrypted by the
private key of node Ni, which is only known to itself. No
other node is capable of producing a valid signature for a
forged C ′oi . Therefore, the signatures serve as undeniable
evidence when the collector accuses a smart meter for
injecting suspicious data, i.e., Ni is guaranteed to be the
source of Coi once a signature is verified.

Last but not least, when compromised or faulty meters are
identified, it is important to temporarily eliminate them from
future aggregation tasks. To isolate a node Nx, the aggregation
tree needs to be reconstructed: (1) direct child nodes of Nx are
moved away from Nx to become children of normal nodes;
(2) Nx is disconnected from its parent node in the aggregation
tree. Depending on the type of the attack, new keys may need
to be regenerated/redistributed.

E. Discussions

In industrial adoption of smart grid systems, cost is one
of the major factors to be considered. In practice, computing
power in state-of-art smart meters are not fully utilized, hence,
it is possible to accommodate applications with moderate
computation. On the contrary, communication capability is
limited and the cost of communication is more sensitive.

The in-network information aggregation and end-to-end
signing approaches save communication costs by eliminating
overlapped links and conducting aggregations en-route. They
also avoid bottlenecks (at the collector device) by distributing
computations to smart meters. It is a big waste if the collecting
device collects all the signed verification messages along with
the aggregation message. With the incremental verification
scheme, the collector only initiates the (expensive) verification
protocol when anomalies are detected. The verification process
efficiently traces the abnormal data, and terminates when the
faulty meter is identified. In normal states, signatures are not
transmitted to the collector, which effectively saves network
resources. The computation and communication overhead in-
troduced by the signing process (i.e., Protocol.Signing) is
similar to the overhead of the aggregation process, which
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is the price for ensuring the faithfulness and undeniability
properties.

V. CONCLUSION

The secure in-network information aggregation mechanism
for smart grid systems [8] does not have capabilities for
integrity check. Hence, it is vulnerable to accidental errors,
as well as compromised/dishonest meters and other fake data
injection attacks. In this paper, we first introduce an end-to-end
signature scheme using homomorphic signatures. A checksum
of the aggregation is generated and updated along with the
in-network aggregation process. With minimum overhead, it
enables the collector to check the integrity of the aggregation
result. However, such mechanism becomes insufficient in the
presence of cyber-attacks, i.e., when forged data is injected by
compromised meters or communication channels. We further
present a hop-by-hop signature scheme and an incremental
verification mechanism to defend against such attacks. In
this solution, output from each smart meter is signed, and
signatures are kept at parent nodes. The collector device initi-
ates an incremental verification of signatures when suspicious
aggregation results are received. The ex post facto verification
process is computationally inexpensive, while ensuring faith-
fulness and undeniability properties.
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